OPEN 10AM - 10PM
T: +855 63 760 814/E: visayaspa@fcchotels.com

Spiritual Massage 60mns - $38 / 90mns - $55
This massage is a combination of aromatherapy and Swedish, Lomi-Lomi
techniques, using a soothing palm of the hand, movements work into the
muscles of body and soft tissue to relax tense muscles and to increase
circulation. Pressure can be varied for your preference, with aromatic spirit oil.
Visaya Massage 60mns - $38 / 90 mns - $55

BODY MASSAGE

Deep techniques with unique blend of both sense of Western mystery & Eastern
tradition, using palms, heels and elbows movement with long stork following
energy line of the body. This healing tradition applies gentle pressure to
acupoints in order to restore a balanced flow and includes a series of the body
stretches along the meridians passages. Visaya massage is deep tissue but
pressure can be varied for your preference. Visaya massage is also well-known
for relieving stress and calming nerves. Suggestion of massage oil: Energy oil
for your energy & rejuvenating of your spirits.

Harmony Massage 90mns - $60 / 60mns - $45

Back and Shoulder Massage 30mns - $25

Hot stones (basalt stone) are placed at strategic points along your meridian
or chakra. Combined with the benefits of aromatherapy this therapy
communicates with your body directly, from top to toe.

Concentrating on the back, shoulder and head, this anti-stress massage will
leave you feeling calm, revitalized and tension free.

The treatment will build up body heat bring energy, promoting inner
harmony, deep relaxation in the muscles. This deep circulation technique
will in turn stimulate the lymphatic system to detoxify the body and liberate
the soul. Vive Les Stones!

Head Massage 45mns - $30

Energy Massage with herbal compress 90mns - $40
This energy massage technique has been handed down over the centuries.
This massages uses thumb-palm and herbal compresses to concentrate on
meridian lines of the body, includes some stretching to stimulate energy
flows, unblocking trapped energy and creating an overall feeling of well
being with improved blood circulation. This massage is performed in Khmer
tradition without oil.

The ancient art of Indian techniques to be calming, revitalizing, uplifting and
incredibly rewarding, will work on the scalp, face, shoulders, upper back.
These are areas where we tend to harbor a great deal of tension, an
accumulation of emotional stress. It is also known to improve the condition of
your hair and skin, resulting in a fresher and more attractive look.
Avoided: from anyone under the influence of alcohol / fever / scalp infections
/ head or neck injury or surgery / epilepsy and diabetes.
Balancing Foot Massage 60mns - $30
Foot reflexology is believed to be a window to good health. The treatment
begins with cleansing, a scrub with sea salt and then applying pressure to
specific points on nerve reflexes in the feet. The goal of reflexology is to
diagnose and treat imbalances in the body.
Avoided: during pregnancy and after heavy alcohol intake.

All prices in USD and exclusive of 5% Service Charge and 10% VAT.

Anti-Stress Facial 30mns - $35
Designed for you to relax. An anti-stress facial uses steams which thoroughly
cleanse all the pores before an aroma oil face massage is done. This
moisturizes and hydrates the skin which follows with a neck and head
massage.
“For Men” Facial 60 mns - $50
Remember that the most beautiful things in the world are not just for
women’s beauty only. For men, our facials begin which a gentle cleansing
and a hand massage according to your preference, followed by a refreshing
facial incorporating all of the elements of the aromatic facial using products
especially designed for men.

FACIAL TREATMENT
Best Rejuvenating Facial 60mns - $50
Top rejuvenation for those concerned with preventing the effects of aging and
the environment. This superior facial uses products formulated with many
protective and anti-aging ingredients greatly diminishing fine line-wrinkling
caused by excessive dryness and saturating the deeper layers with natural
anti-oxidants.
Visaya Facial 60mns - $50
Back to nature with the Visaya facial. Using a secret natural honey blend
with aromatherapy and Khmer herbs. Mask regularly to improve the texture
of the skin and to lighten blemishes. Especially good for dry skin and as a
pre-sun treatment.

NAIL CARE
Manicure 45mns - $15

Aromatic Facial 60mns - $50

A pampering hand and nails care. Nails can be buffed to a healthy shine, or
coated with the polish of your choice. Your hands will feel refreshed and
smooth.

A comprehensive aromatherapy treatment designed to promote beautiful,
radiant skin. Using natural products and techniques tailored to your specific
skin type and condition, this exceptional facial comes complete with a
pampering hand massage.

Pedicure 45mns - $15

All prices in USD and exclusive of 5% Service Charge and 10% VAT.

A pampering foot care to beautify the feet and nails. Nails can be buffed to a
healthy shine or coated with the polish of your choice.

Apsaras Body Wrap 60mns - $45
Using the ancient secret of pure honey and aroma from fresh Pandan, an
excellent moisturizer and great skin conditioner that leaves your skin with a
silky soft texture.
Recommended for dry and dehydrated skin.
Dead Sea Salt Scrub 45mns - $38

BODY TREATMENT

This unique treatment is a blend of pure Dead Sea Salt and aromatherapy.
We gently remove dead skin cells to improve the skin texture and stimulate
lymph production to eliminate toxins. Your choice of aromatherapy oil will
uplift and rejuvenate any mood. For the ultimate in body care, combine with
White Clay Body Wrap.

Visaya Body Scrub 45mns - $38

White Clay Body Wrap 60mns - $45

The natural secrets of Khmer herbs (Pley) and tamarind juice are extracted
especially for you. Slowing the ageing process, a tonic for the heart, sunstroke,
reducing fever and much more. Visaya Body Scrub will rejuvenate and bring a
glow of new, smooth skin. A lotion massage concludes the treatment, leaving
your skin as soft as velvet. For maximum benefits, combine with Visaya Body
Wrap “A must for any visitor to the Khmer Kingdom”.

Clay body wraps offer fantastic therapeutic and cosmetic benefits. Clay body
wraps improve circulation, absorb and draw out toxins, reduce
inflammations, relieve muscle and joint pains, aid for weight loss, tone,
tighten, and refine the skin, treat cellulite. Clay body wraps also have a
wonderful effect of helping relieve stress.

Visaya Body Wrap 60mns - $45
This traditional body treatment, the secret of beutiful skin of Asian women,
uses Khmer healing herbs. A combination of white mud, turmeric and
tamarind. An all over deep heat experience, rebalancing nervous tension and
headaches. Added benefit include metabolizing fat and increasing the blood
circulation. Recommended for men and women.
Apsara Body Scrub 45mns - $38
An ancient aromatic blend of Khmer flowers. Jasmine and lotus, honey and
milk will stimulate and rebalance your elements, stimulating all of your
senses. Refreshed with smooth skin and improved blood circulation we
recommend it be used in conjunction with an Apsara Body Wrap. Feel your
own celestial divinity like the Apsaras of Angkor.

All prices in USD and exclusive of 5% Service Charge and 10% VAT.

Visaya Being
1.45 hrs - $65 Single / $105 Couple

 Visaya Scrub
 Visaya Massage

(45mns)
(60mns)

Visaya Step into Heaven
2hrs - $65 Single / $105 Double

 Spiritual Massage
(60mns)
 Balance Foot Reflexology (60mns)

VISAYA DELUXE PACKAGE
For the perfect Spa experience, certain treatments can provide better results when taken in
combination. The following deluxe Spa package have been chosen for this season, so why not
treat yourself and enjoy the pampering you deserve. Select and enjoy your treatment.

Visaya Touch of Heaven
3 hrs - $130 Single / $195 Couple

 Dead Sea Salt Scrub
(30mns)
 White Clay Body Wrap (30mns)
 Spiritual Massage
(60mns)
 Best Rejuvenating Facial (60mns)
Visaya Touch of Harmony
2.5 hrs - $100 Single / $180 Couple

 Harmony Massage
(90mns)
 Best Rejuvenating Facial (60mns)

VISAYA SPA & SALTED SWIMMING POOL
Relax. Renew. Rejuvenate.

Located on the grounds of the FCC Angkor, Visaya Spa combines ancient Khmer techniques
with modern spa treatments for a perfect blend of East-Meets-West relaxation therapy.

All prices in USD and exclusive of 5% Service Charge and 10% VAT.

www.fcchotels.com

